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BIG DATA INITIATIVE
	

Drive	open	research	&	innova6on	collabora6on	with	UAE		and	interna6onal	
ins6tutes	and	organisa6ons	to	carry	world	leading	research	and	deliver	tangible	
value,	training,	knowledge	transfer	and	skills	development	in	line	with	the	UAE	

strategic	priori6es	in	the	areas	of	:	
Smart	enterprise,	smart	infrastructure	&	smart	society	

Security Research Center
SECURITY	OF	THE	GLOBAL	ICT	INFRASTRUCTURE	
Network	and	Communica.ons	Security	
Business	Process	Security	and	Privacy		
Security	and	Privacy	of	Big	Data	PlaJorms	
SECURITY	ASSURANCE	
Security	Risk	Assessment	and		Metrics	
Con.nuous	Security	Monitoring	and	Tes.ng	
DATA	PROTECTION	AND	ENCRYPTION	
High	Performance	Homomorphic	Encryp.on	
Lightweight	Cryptography	and	Mutual	Authen.ca.on	



SESAR	LAB	
•  Secure	SoOware	Architectures	and	Knowledge-
based	systems	lab	(SESAR)		hTp://sesar.d..unimi.it	

•  Located on the 
new campus in 
Crema, 40 km south-
east of Milan 
•  Industry 
collaborations: SAP, 
British Telecom 
Nokia Siemens, 
Cisco, Telecom Italia 
•  Part of the BigData 
Community 



Some	ac.vi.es	



•  Big	Data	is	not	
just	a	
technological	
advance	but	
represents	a	
paradigm	shiO	
in	extrac6ng	
value	from	
complex	mul6-
party	
processes	

Vision	



From	classic	datawarehouse	
to	Big	Data	





Internal	vs.	External	data	sources	



Processing		
Models	

•  Batch	vs	streaming	
•  Hash	vs	sketch	



Data	Models		
	

•  DATA	MODELS:	
•  Non-rela.onal	
(aTribute-value)	

•  Extended	rela.onal	
(column	or	row-
par..oned)	

•  Neo-rela.onal	(hybrid)	
•  Large	Data	Sharing	
Infrastructure	to	feed	
MR	computa6ons	

	



Designing	Data	Representa.ons	for	
Big	Data	Applica.ons	

•  Design	as	they	teach	you	at	school	
•  Scale	up	->	Denormalize	Instance	(drop	
indexes,	triggers)		

•  Solve	problems	with	read/write	precedence	->	
Create	write-to	and	read-from	data	replicas	
(keep	consistency	periodically)	

•  Memcache	the	Denormalized	Instance	->	
(loose	ACID)	



Rela.onal	denormaliza.on	refresher	

•  Simple	concept:	flaTen	a	repea.ng	group	in	a	
single	table	

•  Instead	of		EMP (E#, D#, Ename) - 
DEPT(D#, DEPT, Address)

•  Use	EMP (E#, Ename, DEPT, Address)
   



Denormalization backsides 

•  Makes rows longer -> longer data 
transfers 

•  Needs more RAM for in-memory 
processing 

•  Redundant relationships improve 
performance at the expense of update 
overhead 



Memcache	
	
Typical	usage:	
	
public Data readData (String query) {

Data answer= memcache.execute(query);
if (answer== null) {
 answer= database.read(query);
 memcache.write(answer);
}
return answer;

}



Low-level	representa.on	

•  Key-value	data-stores	
•  Persistent,	distributed	(key,	value)	
maps	

• Organized	in	regions	held	by	
different	servers	

•  Every	en.ty	is	a	set	of	key-value	
pairs	



Key-value	reminder	
	
•  A	key	has	mul.ple	components,	specified	as	
an	ordered	list.		
– The	major	key	iden.fies	the	en.ty	and	consists	of	
the	leading	components	of	the	key.		

– The	subsequent	components	are	called	minor	
keys.	This	organiza.on	is	similar	to	a	directory	
path	specifica.on	in	a	file	system	(/Major/minor1/
minor2/).		

•  The	“value”	part	of	the	key-value	pair	is	an	
uninterpreted	string	of	bytes	of	arbitrary	
length	



Example	
“Employee” : {

 “Data” : {
   “EmpID”:  “anyByteArray” 
  “Photo” : “anyByteArray” 
  “DeptID” : “anyByteArray” 

REGION 1    }

“Department” : {

  “DeptID” : “anyByteArray” 
  “DeptDescription” : “anyByteArray” 
  }

REGION 2

This is a key, !
not a column name!



Denormalized	Example	
“Employee” : {

 “EmpData” : {
  “Photo” : “anyByteArray” 
  “EmpID” : “anyByteArray” 
   }
 “DeptData” : {
  “Description” : “anyByteArray” 
  “DeptID” : “anyByteArray” 
  “DeptLocation” : “anyByteArray” 
   }
 } 


REGION 1




Consensus	

•  Since	data	items	are	replicated,	opera.ons	can	be	
aTempted	concurrently	on	replicas	

•  Synchroniza6on	using	leader	elec6on	(Paxos)	
•  Features	

– Reliability	and	availability	
– easy-to-understand	seman.cs	
– performance,	throughput,	acceptable	latency	

•  	hTp://labs.google.com/papers/chubby-osdi06.pdf	



Data Batch processing: 
Map/Reduce 

•  Map/Reduce is a programming model for 
efficient distributed computing 

•  It works like a Unix pipeline: 
–  cat input | grep |       sort           | uniq -c      |  cat 

> output
–     Input     | Map  | Shuffle & Sort |   Reduce   | 

Output 
•  Efficiency from  

– Data routing based on keys, reducing seeks 
– Pipelining 

•  A good fit for a lot of applications 
–  Log processing 
– Web index building 



Prac.cal	MapReduce	=	HDFS+Hadoop	

Locality optimizations 
Map-Reduce queries HDFS for 
locations of input data 
Map tasks are scheduled close to the 
inputs when possible 



Risk	and	Threats	



Risk	Components	



Big	Data	Threats:	Breach	
•  In	terms	of	the	ISO	15408	model,		a	data	breach	occurs	

when	“a	digital	informa6on	asset	is	stolen	by	a8ackers	by	
breaking	into	the	ICT	systems	or	networks	where	it	is	held/
transported”	

•  Big	Data	Breach:	theO	of	a	Big	Data	asset	executed	by	
breaking	into	the	ICT	infrastructure	of	a	collector,	
transformer,	processor	or	user	who	holds	it.		
–  Many	aTacks	documented	in	the	field	can	be	classified	as	Big	
Data	Breaches	involving	Data	Source	assets	

–  2014	Target	data	breach	involved	40	million	debit	and	credit	
card	numbers.			

•  a	Big	Data	Breach	requires	pro-ac.ve	hos.le	behavior	(the	
break-in)	



Big	Data	Threats:	Leak	

•  Big	Data	Leak	can	be	defined	as	the	(total	or	
par.al)	disclosure	of	a	Big	Data	Asset	at	a	
certain	stage	of	its	lifecycle.		
– A	Big	Data	Leak	can	happen	when	Big	Data	are	
(unwillingly)	disclosed	by	the	owner	to	the	
provider	of	an	outsourced	process,	e.g.	compu.ng	
data	analy.cs.			

•  In	terms	of	the	aTacker	model,	Big	Data	Leak	
can	be	exploited	even	by	a	honest-but-curious	
aTacker.	



Big	Data	Threats:	Degrada.on	

•  Big	Data	Degrada6on	can	be	defined	as	
injec.on	of	doctored	version	of	a	Big	Data	
Asset	at	a	certain	stage	of	its	lifecycle.	
– Big	Data	Degrada.on	can	happen	when	Big	Data	
are	poisoned	by	the	provider	of	an	outsourced	
process,	e.g.	compu.ng	data	analy.cs.			

•  In	terms	of	the	aTacker	model,	Big	Data	
Degrada.on	requires	pro-ac.ve	hos.le	
behavior	(the	injec.on),		



Big	Data	Threats	as	APTs	

•  An	advanced	persistent	threat	(APT)	is	a	set	
of	stealthy	and	con.nuous	processes,	oOen	
orchestrated	by	human(s)	targe.ng	a	specific	
en.ty.		
– ”Advanced”:	signifies	sophis.cated	techniques	
using	malware	to	exploit	vulnerabili.es	in	
systems.		

– ”Persistent”	con.nuously	monitoring	and	
extrac.ng	data	from	a	specific	target.		



The	Silos	problem	

•  Different data are held 
by different departments 

•  Representation and 
processing choices 
were made 
independently and may 
conflict 

•  Regulatory differences 
in collection and 
usage may make 
merging a challenge 

•  Early merge, late merge 
or never merge? 



Data	representa.on	

•  The	implica.on	on	data	modelling	and	
seman.cs	have	beenmasterfully	discussed	in	
several	works	...		

•  However	less	aTen.on	has	been	devoted	t	
aspects	that	are	usually	secondary	in	
centralized	approaches	

•  One	of	these	aspects	is	the	implica.on	of	pre-
injec.on	of	Join	for	Data	Loss	Preven.on...	
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Breaking	the	Silos	



Tradeoffs	
•  At	inges.on	.me		two	tradoffs	must	be	made:	

–  I/O	per	request	vs	Total	Data	Volume	-	
Denormaliza.on,	if	done	well,	brings	more	locality	to	
data	and	the	amount	of	I/O	per	request	decreases.		

•  A	normalized	rela.onal	store	has	to	query	mul.ple	tables	to	
fulfill	each	request,	leading	to	non-localized	fetches	

•  Non–localized	fetches	leading	to	more	I/O,	as	each	fetch	
requirs	to	a	read	and	each	read	has	a	“block	size”	minimum.	

– Processing	Complexity	vs	Total	Data	Volume	–		
•  Non–localized	fetches	are	followed	by	assembling	opera.ons	
that	require	CPU	.me.		

•  Denormalized	data	processing	is	simpler,	but	at	the	cost	of	
increased	total	data	volume	in	the	store.	



Transparent	De-normaliza.on	

•  Big	Data	tools	support	transparent	
denormalising	at	data	inges.on	.me.	

•  The	user	of	a	Big	Data	computa.on	may	well	
ignore		
1.  the	number	of	replicas	at	run.me	
2.  The	Region	border	crossings	generated	at	

inges.on	.me	for	efficiency	reasons.	



De-normaliza.on	gray	area	

		
Analytics	Algorithms

		
Available	Observation

Space
		

		

Context

		

		 Gray
Area



Degrada.on	via	faulty	values	

Source:	[13]	with	thanks	



Need	for	a	de-normaliza.on	index	
•  The	“gray	area”	is	a	cri.cal	issue	for	Big	Data	
Leak	preven.on,	especially	for	Big-Data-as-a-
Service	

•  The	global	likelihood	of	exposure	of	data	in	the	
gray	area	can	be	es.mated	via	a	Big	Data	
storage’s	degree	of	de-normaliza6on,	or	D-
index	[11]	
–  (Normalized)	median	of	the	number	of	replicas	per	
data	item	held	in	the	Big	Data	storage	during	a	
reference	.me	interval	Δ

•  Measurable	via	trusted	probes	[12],	more	later	



From	D-index	to	disclosure	probability	(1)	

•  The	D-index	is	seen	as	a	“propension	factor”	
to	disclosure	

•  Intui.vely,	it	measures	the	overall	
“unrequested	trips”	that	data	items	values	
have	done	to	the	neighborhoods	of	other	
related	data	items	just	because	the	“fuel	
price”,	i.e.	the	storage	cost	in	the	Big	Data	
system,	is	low.		



From	D-index	to	disclosure	probability	(2)	

•  The	D-index	itself	cannot	be	directly	iden.fied	
as	a	probability	

•  Although,	being	normalized,	its	value	falls	in	the	[0,1]	
interval,	it	lacks	some	formal	proper.es	we	would	
expect	from	a	likelihood	(for	instance,	there	is	no	
rela.on	linking	(1-Dindex)	and	the	integrity	of	the	data	
space).		

•  A	formal	mapping	procedure	can	be	devised	
to	turn	the	D-index	into	a	rigorous	probability	
or	possibility	measure	[6],[7].		



Need	for	an	accrual	consensus	index	

•  For	each	data	item	i,	Φi		is	the	normalized	
number	of	updates	that	originated	each	value	
of	i	currently	held	in	the	Big	Data	storage	

•  Measures	the	basis	for	the	consensus	that	
originated	each	value	
– Small	consensus	basis	->	higher	likelihood	of	the	
data	item	degrada.on	

•  Inspired	to	Cassandra	failure	index	[14]	
•  Measurable	via	a	trusted	detector	that	outputs	
a	value,	Φi	,	associated	with	each	item.		



Independent	interpreta.ons	of	Φ

Source:	[14]	



Leak	vs	Breach	vs	Degrada.on	
revisited	

•  	Big	Data	Breach:	adversary	breaks	into	the	system	
and	sees	(a)	all	available	data	sources	and	(b)	the	
internal	state	of	the	Big	Data	system.		
–  No	silos	boundaries:	full	playground!	

•  Big	Data	Leak:	adversary	collaborates	to	the	
computa.on	of	analy.cs	and	takes	advantage	of	de-
normaliza.on	to	aTract	informa.on	in	regions		

•  Big	Data	Degrada6on:		honest-but-curious	
adversaries	will	just	peek,	but	a	malicious	aTacker	
could	doctor	her	own	or	other	people’s	data,	leading	
to	wrong	decisions	which	may	cause	permanent	
damage.	

.	
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Some	ideas	

•  Systema.c	study	of	Big	Data	Security	prac.ces	is	s.ll	
in	its	infancy.		

•  Organize	best	prac.ces	around	the	work	on	top-level	
cybersecurity	func.ons	ongoing	at	NIST	(available	at	
hTp://www.nist.gov/itl/upload/
draO_framework_core.pdf)	
–  Closely	based	on	func.ons	suggested	by	public	comments.		

•  These	func.ons	are	Know,	Prevent,	Detect,	Respond,	
and	Recover.			





A	prac.cal	example	



Data	structure	

From https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/K-
anonymity	

•  This	data	has	2-anonymity	with	respect	to	the	
aTributes	'Age',	'Gender'	and	'State	of	domicile'	
since	for	any	combina.on	of	these	aTributes	there	
are	always	at	least	2	rows	with	those	exact	
aTributes.	

•  	The	aTributes	available	to	an	adversary	are	called	
"quasi-iden.fiers".	Each	"quasi-iden.fier"	tuple	
occurs	in	at	least	k	records	for	a	dataset	with	k-
anonymity.	



Data	structure	
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From https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/K-anonymity	

Our	dataset	in	neo4j	



Achieving	the	desired	K-anonymity	
•  There	are	two	common	methods	for	achieving	k-
anonymity	for	some	value	of	k:	

•  Suppression:	in	our	example	we	remove	name	
•  Generalisa.on:	in	our	example	age	values	can	be	
subs.tuted	with	a	range	

•  But	the	k-anonymity	level	of	a	given	subset	of	
data	selected	by	a	query	depends	on	two	factors:	
–  the	Obfusca.on	created	by	Suppression	and	
Generalisa.on	of	some	aTributes	in	the	original	
dataset	

–  the	Segmenta.on	of	the	query	result	
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Segmenta.on	
•  Suppose	we	submit	a	query	which	

specifies	the	gender	and	a	range	for	the	
age:	

•  The	result	has	2-anonymity	w.r.t.	
Domicile;	1-anonymity	w.r.t.	Religion	
and	Disease		-		guessing	the	value	of	
the	laTer	aTributes	will	iden.fy	the	
pa.ent.	

MATCH (s:User), (d:Domicile), 
(r:Religion), (e:Disease), 
(s)-[q2:REL]->(r), (s)-
[q1:REL]->(d), (s)-[q3:REL]-
>(e) 
WHERE toInt(s.age) < 25 AND 
s.gender = "Female”
RETURN (s)-[]-();
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Problem	

•  In	Big	Data	storage,	a	malicious	user	
extrac.ng/inspec.ng	a	region	=	selec.on	a	
subset	of	data	

•  Segmenta.on	of	Big	data	regions	is	difficult	to	
control	

•  Inferences	are	possible	



A	possible	countermeasure:	
Redundant	Rela.ons	

•  Adding	redundant	
rela.ons	we	can	limit	the	
effect	of	Segmenta.on	

MATCH (s:User), 
(e:Disease)
WITH COLLECT(e) AS 
Disease, s
FOREACH (e2 in 
Disease |
CREATE (s)-[q3:REL 
{context: "4321"}]-
>(e2))
RETURN (s)-[]-();
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Secret	
•  The	secret	is	a	

contextualiza.on	index	
that	countersigns	the	
rela.onship	that	was	
originated	from	the	true	
data	source	and	not	for	
redundancy.	In	our	
example:	

MATCH (s:User), 
(d:Domicile), (r:Religion), 
(e:Disease), (s)-[q2:REL]-
>(r), (s)-[q1:REL]->(d), 
(s)-[q3:REL {context: 
"1234"}]->(e) WHERE 
toInt(s.age) < 25 AND 
s.gender = "Female" RETURN 
(s)-[q3]-(e), (s)-[q1]-(d), 
(s)-[q2]-(r);
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Not	a	panacea	w.r.t.	distribu.ons	
checks	

•  ATacker	can	study	
the	distribu.ons	
among	the	
contextual	
rela.onships	

MATCH (s:User)-
[q:REL 
{context: 
"1234"}]-
>(e:Disease)
RETURN id(s), 
Count(e) AS 
Relationships;
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Hashing	

•  All	rela.onships	are	marked	with	the	same	
context			

•  An	hash	index	is	created	over	the	triple:	
	 	 	(s)-[REL]-(e)	
•  The	hash	func.on	is	the	secret		

– Given	(s)	and	(e)	nodes	we	know	if	the	rela.on	is	
in	the	original	dataset		

ESWC	2016	



Technology	cannot	do	it	alone	(1)	

•  The	opportunis.c	one-shot	aTacks	typical	of	the	
early	days	of	Big	Data	have	been	supplemented	
by	leakages	that	are	more	persistent	and,	in	
some	cases,	more	worrisome.		

•  We	need	to	start	designing	Big	Data	systems	not	
just	to	prevent	aTacks	and	recover	from	them,	
but	also	to	detect	successful	aTackers	quickly	
and	contain	them	so	that	any	data	leakage	can	be	
iden.fied	and	countered.	
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